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NEWSLETTER   FEBRUARY  2022 
 
 
TONIGHT’S MEETING (18th February) 
 
In a change to the advertised programme tonight we welcome the return of Ian Newton 
ARPS with a talk entitled “Lesvos – It Ain’t Just Birds”. Ian has kindly stepped in at short 
notice after Paul Hobson had to cancel. Ian started our season in September with a talk 
about Ecuador. 
 
Ian is a past chairman of York Ornithological Club, a position he held for about 20 years. 
Until his early retirement in 2010 he had limited his talks to local clubs, but he now has 
the time to broaden his scope and regularly gives talks to many of the Northern RSPB 
groups, birding clubs and Camera Clubs with plenty of repeat bookings. 
 
He has now retired from shooting weddings professionally and likes to capture any 
subject which appeals to him, but Nature and Wildlife is his passion and birds are a 
particular favourite. 
 
His ARPS was gained in Nature, in 1998 when we were still in the film era, but he 
changed to digital capture in 2004. 
 
Please note he is NOT Dr Ian Newton the author of the book on Sparrowhawk and 
several other similar titles. 
 
This talk is a collection of images from trips to Lesvos between 1997 and 2010; whilst 
highlighting both the migrating and breeding birds, it contains many other images of 
flowers, butterflies, dragonflies and scenery. 
 
Please join me in welcoming Ian for what I am sure will be a very entertaining evening. 
 
 
  



 
 
 

COACH TRIPS 
 
Our February coach trip is the weekend away to Norfolk. Please see the following item 
for final departure instructions. 
 
Our coach trip after that is on Sunday 13th March to Old Moor and Idle Valley reserves, 
departing from the Guild at 7:30am. Old Moor is an RSPB reserve situated in the 
Dearne Valley in Yorkshire while Idle Valley is located in Nottinghamshire and is 
administered by the Notts Wildlife Trust.  We have visited Old Moor several times in the 
past but Idle Valley will be a new destination. 
 
The Old Moor site was designed with the aim of providing a year round accessible 
wildlife spectacle. This has resulted in a wide range of habitats including reedbeds, 
lakes, wader scrapes, ponds, hedgerow, meadows and wet grassland. There is always 
something to see. 
 
The Dearne is an important site for wintering wildfowl, passage and breeding wading 
birds and rare reedbed species. RSPB Old Moor contains 2-3 bittern nests every year 
and has recently been colonised by Cetti’s warblers and bearded tits. The reedbeds are 
managed to ensure a good mix of open water, wet reed and drier fen edges. The wet 
grassland is home to more than 100 pairs of waders with lapwing, snipe and redshank 
the most frequent. The grazing also provides the right conditions for wintering wildfowl 
such as wigeon and various species of geese. 
 
The Tree Sparrow Farm is at its best in winter, giving excellent close views of a range of 
birds including tree sparrow and willow tit. Watching the nightly murmuration of 
thousands of starlings is an ever popular way to end a visit, especially when a 
marauding sparrowhawk or peregrine dashes through, looking for a late meal. 
 
Idle Valley reserve consists of a beautiful 375ha network of lakes, wetland, grassland 
and scrub. It is home to a diverse range of wildlife and is recognised as one of the 
richest birding sites in the region. Look out for birds such as gadwall and little grebe in 
winter and breeding wading birds including little ringed plover and redshank in spring 
and summer. 
 
Beavers were introduced here in November 2021 when 8 (including 4 kits) were 
released into a secure enclosure. Best times for sightings are dawn and dusk. 
 
Both sites have cafe, shop and toilet facilities. 
 
Entry to Old Moor is free for RSPB members (bring your card!) or £5 for non-members. 
Entry to Idle Valley is free, paid for by parking donation. 
 
Since this trip occurs before the March indoor meeting please book your place on 
the trip at tonight’s meeting. 
 
 



 
 
 

NORFOLK   25–27 FEBRUARY 2022    Pre-trip IMPORTANT 
INFORMATION 

 
Our trip is only a few weeks way now and below is some important 
pre-trip information. 
 
EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS for the whole weekend 
 Barbara 07980 661 503 
 Steve 07766 865 315 
 
The coach will leave promptly at 7.30 am on FRIDAY 25 February from 
the usual pick-up place on the corner of Bourne Street and Altrincham 
Road. 
Please ensure you arrive by 7.15 am so that all luggage can be loaded 
before departure. 
 
Cars can be parked at the back of the Guild for the weekend. Please 
ensure that you don’t park on the yellow-hatched lines. Do not park in the 
front car park. 
 
We will be stopping at Frampton Marsh RSPB for about 5 hours on the 
way, so please remember to bring your binoculars/ telescopes etc and 
packed lunch on to the coach with you plus your RSPB membership card. 
An additional requirement is an up to date ICE form to be carried in your 
rucksack. I will have spare forms with me if required. 
 
There will be 26 members on the coach so that gives everyone a double 
seat. As regards mask wearing, we will adhere to the current guidelines in 
force on the day. We ask that people would wear a mask when queuing for 
and moving about on the coach, but it is a personal preference once 
seated. 
 
Breakfast will be at 8.00 am each morning and dinner at 7.30 pm. 
 
Finally, isn’t it just great to be able to enjoy our coach trips again! Let’s 
hope Norfolk lives up to its exciting birding reputation and delivers another 
memorable weekend away. 

BARBARA P 

 
 
 
  



 
 
 

COACH TRIP TO CARSINGTON WATER – 23rd JANUARY 2022 
 
Around 20 of us boarded the coach on what was a dry, cold and overcast morning. The 
coach was again early and we were warmly greeted by Mustafa, our regular driver for a 
few trips now. 
 
The drive wound through open countryside and from our elevated vantage on the coach 
we were able to scan the fields and hedgerows, spotting on our way foraging flocks of 
Starlings and Redwings, as well as good numbers of Pheasants, seemingly some in 
every field. A Red Kite was seen briefly by some, its characteristic angular tail twisting 

as it wheeled away. 
 
Carsington Water is a large multi-user site 
managed by Severn Trent Water. It’s a 
popular destination, particularly in the 
summer and school holidays where boats 
and bikes can be hired to explore the many 
trails and large reservoir. Thankfully, the 
quieter winter months make it a more 
attractive proposition to bird watch, with 
many migratory winter species making it a 
home. 

 
The chatter on the coach was about some of the star birds that had been reported on 
site. Two of these, a Great Northern Diver and a pair of Red Necked Grebes, had been 
present for a few weeks, so hopes were high that we’d get to see them. The other more 
unusual sighting reported was a flock of around a dozen Whooper Swans, who’d 
dropped in only the day before – would they too be there? 
 

As we waited for everyone to get their 
bearings and form into groups, we 
stationed ourselves on a terrace just 
outside the Visitors’ Centre. This gave 
great views over the reservoir and main 
‘Watersports’ island. There was plenty 
to see, with those with binoculars getting 
good views of Wigeon, Tufted Duck and 
Great Crested Grebes. Out on the island 
with the help of those with scopes we 
observed a sizeable flock of Lapwings 
and a solitary Redshank busy at the 
water’s edge. 
  

Even with scopes it was difficult to ID those birds further out on the open water, so we 
moved along the neck of ‘Stones island’ to scan the reverse view out to the Sailing 
Club. Here were more ducks, including Teal and Gadwall, as well Moorhen, Coot and 
both Little and Great Crested Grebes. We were also kept entertained by squabbling 
groups of House Sparrows, flitting between the hedges and roof of the Visitors’ Centre. 
Pied Wagtail, Blue Tits, Blackbirds and Robins were also vocal in the surrounding trees 

Common Redshank 

Great Northern Diver 



 
 
 

and hedges, a sign that spring was further along than might be expected at this time of 
year. Indeed, a pair of frisky Oystercatchers were caught making plans to nest. 
 

A few of us set up our scopes at the head of 
Stones Island, tipped off that this was the best spot 
to see the Great Northern Diver. A quick survey 
with the scopes soon located it, and all soon were 
gifted a rare inland view of this splendid diver. Even 
better – perhaps already full from an early morning 
feed – it seemed happy to pose, drifting little from 
its favoured spot in the middle of the water. Mostly, 
divers are seen off the coast on the open sea, 
typically glimpsed between choppy waves, so to 
see one not too far out on a flat inland reservoir 
was a treat that will live long in the memory. 
 

The Group dispersed, with the favoured route 
the path that led around the north west side of 
the reservoir, where the majority of the hides 
were placed. The first stop of note was the 
Wildlife Centre hide, where a number of the 
Group were to be found, some talking to the 
helpful Volunteer Guides and taking 
advantage of the relative warmth and large 
glass front overlooking the water. Here we 
enjoyed great views of Greylag Goose, Grey 
Heron, as well as more ducks. The highlight, 
arguably, was the well-stocked feeders, 
attracting, in addition to the more common Blue and Great Tits, a pair of Willow Tits (we 
were assured they were indeed Willow rather than Marsh). Competing with them were a 
pair of Tree Sparrows. To see these birds up close was a delight, particularly the smart 
Willow Tit, a declining bird nationally. 
 

Time to move on, and we continued along the 
path toward the next hide. At this point, the 
omens felt good and we were happy to enjoy 
this productive stretch of the reserve, rather 
than try and attempt the 8-mile circular route all 
the way round. Reaching the next hide took us 
through some mature woodland, and spotted in 
the canopy feeding on Alder were Siskin, rather 
drab in their winter plumage and the flat light, 
but still an enjoyable watch as they dangled 
upside-down on the branches. As soon as we 
entered the hide we knew we were in luck, as a 
couple of other birders were sat alert, fixed on 
something. We sat down quietly to be shown a 

just-taken picture of a Kingfisher. Had we missed it? No! It was there, tantalisingly out of 
view to those at one end of the hide, but not for long, and we all spent a few magical 
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minutes watching it flit between favoured perching spots, sometimes diving and at least 
once observed retrieving a fish. 
  
It was a rare moment to ride out with this 
most special of birds; contrasting with the 
rather more usual experience of glimpsing 
it fly away into cover or round a river bend. 
The door opened and more of our Group 
came in, and having had our fill, we felt it 
fair to let them take our place to enjoy. In 
our excitement, a couple of the Group left 
their rucksacks and had to walk back once 
realised! 
 
We continued north along the path, ticking 
off on the way a flock of grazing Canada 
Geese… we should have been more observant, as once we reached the next hide, 
some others who had been close behind us asked if we’d spotted the Barnacle Geese 
grazing with the Canadas. We put it in our back pocket, hoping see them on the walk 
back. 

 
In our final hide of the day, we were 
treated to excellent views of the second 
star bird – Red Necked Grebe! A very rare 
summer breeder in the UK: only around 
20 birds present each summer according 
to the RSPB, with slightly more reported in 
winter, their numbers boosted from 
individuals moving in from the colder parts 
of Europe. Like the diver, the best way to 
spot them is to sea watch, so to see a pair 
on still water from a hide, and quite close 
at that, was a treat. The only trouble was 
separating them with any confidence from 
their Great Crested cousin. This wouldn’t 
be a problem in the summer, their 

plumage unmistakable, but in the winter both species are similarly sooty and cream 
coloured. Thankfully, as is the advantage of going out with a group, there is usually 
someone who has the knowledge, and sure enough some of the diagnostic differences 
were pointed out to us, such as the yellow bill and shorter, thicker neck. Helpfully, the 
two species were often in the same scope view, enabling us to compare and appreciate 
these subtleties. 
   
We didn’t venture much further after this stop and retraced our steps back to the Visitor 
Centre, to warm our hands with a hot drink. The species count from the day was 65, 
with other notable sightings including Dunlin, Snipe, Meadow Pipit, Reed Bunting, 
Bullfinch, Raven, Dipper and Nuthatch. 
 
The consensus was of a great trip, with close encounters of nearly all we’d hoped to 
see; the only absence the Whooper Swans. 

Great Crested Grebes 

Red-necked Grebe 



 
 
 

 
On a personal note, this was my last outdoor meeting with the Group before I relocate 
to West Sussex. I leave with many wonderful memories that will always stay with me, 
particularly the good humour and ever helpful spirit to pass on knowledge out in the field 
that has aided my experience immeasurably. Thank you! 
 

Photos by Robert D 
 

JULIAN R, FEBRUARY 2022 
 
 
JULIAN 
 

Congratulations are due to Julian on his appointment to a new job but as a 
consequence a sad loss to the Guild Birding Group as Julian and his family are moving 
away from the area to Sussex. This is an exciting new phase in his and his family’s life 
and indeed the prospect of a whole new birdwatching landscape to explore. 

 
Julian has been a key member of the group, always keen to share his considerable 
knowledge of not only birding but natural history in general with other members. As a 
committee member he took on the role of Indoor Meeting Secretary, planning and 
organising our indoor meetings program and is leaving having already set up our next 
year’s full program of lectures. 
 
On behalf of us all we wish both he and his family all the very best and a big thank you 
for all the support and assistance given to the group. You will be missed by the many 
friends you have made and hope that if any of your future visits back to the area that 
coincide with our meetings you will come and join us. 

STUART M 
 
AGM 
 
Just a reminder, and an appeal, that our meeting on the 29th April will start at 7.15 pm 
fifteen minutes earlier than the normal 7.30 start to enable us to swiftly move on to that 
evenings talk by Jeff Clarke. The AGM will be brief, I promise, and on the Agenda will 
be the appointment of committee members. We currently do have vacancies. So if you 
are able to spare a small amount of your time and are able to assist in the running of the 
group and want to know more of what it entails contact either myself or any other 
members of the committee and we shall be pleased to answer any of your questions. 
The group cannot exist without a committee. 

STUART M 
 
 
NEXT MONTH’S MEETING 
 
Our next indoor meeting is on Friday 25th March at 7:30 pm when the speaker will be 
John Gardner with a talk entitled “The British Isles to the Friesian Isles”. 
 
Hope to see you all then. 



 
 
 

NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTIONS 
 
Still required – your articles for the newsletter. Tell us all about that birding holiday of a 
lifetime or that unusual visitor to your garden bird table. 
 
Deadline is the Friday before the meeting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This charming Robin was hopping about outside the Visitor Centre during our visit to 
Carsington Water 

 


